
Test Session Charter 
Team 4 - Cloud Guard 

What - tested areas 
Full application 

Why - goal and focus 
High level goal 

- Documenting how usable and intuitive the application is 
- Finding potential bugs 

 
Viewpoint 
End-user 
 
Expected outcome 
- Feedback on usability, and proposed improvements 
- Bug reports 
- Documented perceived value and trustworthiness of the application 
 

How - approach 
Task based testing (20min) 
In Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive:  

1. Analyze storage without malware with webapp 
2. Analyze storage with malware with webapp 
3. Quarantine found malware 
4. Delete found malware 

In Dropbox and Microsoft OneDrive: 
1. Enable “monitor for changes”, upload malware 
2. Disable “monitor for changes”, upload malware 

 
Free form testing (20min) 
- Is the user protected? Is there anything the user can do that would be bad? 
- Does the application behave the same in all browsers? 
- Does the UI work in corner cases? 
 
 



Exploration log 
Tester #1 
SESSION START TIME:  2017-02-24 15:00 
DURATION (hours): 1:00 
TESTER: Joni 
ENVIRONMENT: Windows 10 / Google Chrome 56 
 
Data Files: 

● Eicar.lzh - standard malware test file 
● AMTSO PUA test file - a standard test file for potentially unwanted application 
● Eclipse Windows Installer 

 
Test Notes: 

● Analyzed Google Drive of a test account, no malware found 
○ Tried to enable “Monitor for changes” for Google Drive, button didn’t work (not 

implemented) 
○ The green checkmark indicating that all is good was too large, caused the 

page to scroll 
○ Unclear what to do after the analysis finishes 

● Analyzed Microsoft OneDrive of a test account, malware discovered 
○ One malicious file quarantined, another deleted successfully 

● Enabled “Monitor for Changes” for OneDrive, uploaded some test malware to the 
storage, the application detected it and quarantined it automatically 

○ Upon returning to the app and refreshing the page, the app displayed the 
automatically handled file 

○ Uploaded the same file again; this time the app failed to take action due to 
naming conflict (bug) 

● Added Dropbox to the account but rejected the request the application made to 
access Dropbox 

○ The app didn’t crash but asked to connect to Dropbox instead 
● A large file (eclipse windows installed) was uploaded to OneDrive 

○ Started analysis and interrupted it; the app displayed a green checkmark 
even if the analysis of the large file had not finished (bug) 

● Tested the application in Microsoft Edge 
○ Login would be nice to have the services available in different browsers 

● Resized the browser window to determine how the UI behaves 
○ As the window width was reduced, the tabs in the tabstrip get messed up 

● Revoked the application access to Dropbox after granting it 
○ The application hanged listing files, no indication of a problem (idea: show a 

message telling what should happen next) 
 
Bugs: 

● “Monitor for Changes” button did not work for Google Drive (#16) 



● The green checkmark causes the scrollbars to appear (#17) 
● If a file with the same name (e.g. example.exe) has already been quarantined, any 

new files with the same name (example.exe) are not quarantined (naming collision) 
(#18) 

● If an analysis was interrupted, the green checkmark telling everything is OK is shown 
even if not all files were analyzed (#19) 

● Layout of the tabs get messed up when the viewport is too narrow (#20) 
● If access is revoked to a service, the application hangs listing files (#11) 

 
Ideas for improvement: 

● Make the correct next step more prominent in the UI; the big enable monitoring 
button was very confusing as the correct action was the Analyze button below 

● After the initial analysis finishes and no problems are discovered, let the user know 
what should happen next 

● Make change monitoring enabled by default and give the users opportunity to disable 
it 

● Allow the analysis to continue after closing the browser tab. Once the Analysis 
finishes, notify the user via some means that the results are in. 

● Make it possible to connect multiple accounts for the target services 
○ Business model: first account / service is free, additional services / accounts 

cost the user some money 
● Allow a connected service to be removed from the app 
● “Login to CloudGuard” which would remember the services I have connected to when 

I change browsers 
 


